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LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, April 9, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Becoming a SEX CEO on a Spiritual level: A contemporary

Guide for Establishing, Maximizing and Maintaining a

Sexual-connection for Lovers, is a book that marries the

contemporary concepts of business, sex, love, spirituality,

and relationships in general. Based on intensive research

about people from different professions, cultures and

social backgrounds, the findings in the book justify the

fact that spiritualizing sex is one, if not the only way to

sustain happy and long lasting sexual relationships based

on love. Spiritualizing sex simply means getting lovers to

understand that they are more than just the physical. The

emotional, mental, and spiritual bodies are also part of

who we are. With that in mind, maximization of results for

any pursuit involves one to embrace the physical,

emotional, mental and spiritual parts of him/her—sex

inclusive.

The prime purpose of writing this book is to advocate for

sex as a sacred activity to be respected, and only enjoyed

in serious relationships. Yet, even then, lovers should perpetually work on re-inventing their

sexual experiences in order to keep things exciting. Several contemporary business concepts and

especially the elite attributes of a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are employed in the book to

cement the importance of good sex in the survival of relationships; just as the CEO’s skills and

competencies are vital in the survival of a company.

Becoming a SEX CEO on a Spiritual Level also an attention-grabbing chapter, chapter 3, that will

help any reader, regardless of core-beliefs, state of mind, sexual orientation, religion, or social

background, to open and empty their minds of any, if not all, self-limiting beliefs especially those

related to sexual-expression, self-love and appreciation.

Furthermore, Becoming a SEX CEO on a Spiritual Level includes emotional, mental and

psychological healing exercises to help one re-connect to their true nature, a state of mind that is

conducive for progression, empowerment, and absolute enjoyment of sexual energies between
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themselves and their partners. The book also includes a Sex-coupon section with fun and easy-

to-use coupons that couples of any age, and sex orientation can utilize to re-ignite their sexual

lives.

Jacinta Mariah M, the Author of Becoming a SEX CEO on a Spiritual Level, is a Qualified Speaker,

Spiritual Healing Facilitator, an Advanced Emotional Freedom Technician (EFT), Neuro-linguistic

Programmer (NLP), and Ho’oponopono Practitioner. Currently pursuing a Doctoral degree in

Metaphysical Sciences, Jacinta is also a business expert with a Post Graduate Diploma in

Negotiations, a first class Masters’ degree in Business Administration and Bachelors’ degree in

Commerce with higher honors.

Videos:

http://youtu.be/K1DKU00be-k 

http://youtu.be/NnBtnzH1qU4 

For the book excerpt, please click on the following link:

http://thesexceo.wordpress.com/2014/03/28/book-excerpt-of-sex-ceo/ 

Media

Media copies, or interviews are available upon request.

Please contact author@tapthegood.com 

Phone contact: 818-862 1182

Website: www.tapthegood.com 

Consumers:

Books can be purchased from:

Paperback:

www.tapthegood.com 

http://amzn.to/1fHQPJZ 

https://www.createspace.com/4564509 

Kindle version:

http://youtu.be/K1DKU00be-k
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http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JFHDEF2 
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